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Abstract—Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) approaches for the
Optimal Power Flow (OPF) problem received considerable at-
tention recently. A key challenge of these approaches lies in
ensuring the feasibility of the predicted solutions to physical
system constraints. Due to the inherent approximation errors,
the solutions predicted by DNNs may violate the operating
constraints, e.g., the transmission line capacities, limiting their
applicability in practice. To address this challenge, we de-
velop DeepOPF+ as a DNN approach based on the so-called
“preventive” framework. Specifically, we calibrate the gener-
ation and transmission line limits used in the DNN training,
thereby anticipating approximation errors and ensuring that the
resulting predicted solutions remain feasible. We theoretically
characterize the calibration magnitude necessary for ensuring
universal feasibility. Our DeepOPF+ approach improves over
existing DNN-based schemes in that it ensures feasibility and
achieves a consistent speed up performance in both light-load
and heavy-load regimes. Detailed simulation results on a range
of test instances show that the proposed DeepOPF+ generates
100% feasible solutions with minor optimality loss. Meanwhile,
it achieves a computational speedup of two orders of magnitude
compared to state-of-the-art solvers.
NOMENCLATURE
Variable Definition
N Set of buses, N , |N |.
G Set of generators.
D Set of loads.
E Set of branches.
PG Power generation injection vector, [PGi , i ∈ N ].
PminG Minimum generator output vector, [P
min
Gi
, i ∈ N ].
PmaxG Maximum generator output vector, [P
max
Gi
, i ∈ N ].
PD Power load vector, [PDi , i ∈ N ].
Θ Voltage angle vector.
θi Voltage angle for bus i.
B Admittance matrix.
xij Line reactance from bus i to j.
PmaxTij Line transmission limit from bus i to j.
Nhid The number of hidden layers in the neural network.
We use | · | to denote the size of a set.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) achieve superb performance
in various complex engineering tasks [1]. Their capability of
approximating any continuous mapping and their scalability
make DNNs a favorable choice for predicting solutions to
challenging large-scale optimization problems. Motivated by
this, the learning-based approaches for the OPF problem
were proposed and achieve desirable performances [2], [3].
However, to ensure the feasibility of the obtained solutions
to system constraints is the main challenge. For example,
the existing schemes can work well in light-load regimes
(i.e., the system constraints are not highly binding). However,
they may generate infeasible solutions due to the inevitable
approximation errors, especially in high-load regimes (i.e.,
the system constraints are highly binding). It may lead to
an undesirable increase in computational time, as inaccu-
rate predictions require a high-computational post-processing
procedure to restore feasibility. To address this issue, we
propose a preventive learning approach named DeepOPF+.
The advantage of the proposed approach is that ensuring the
feasibility of the solution without relying on a computationally
expensive post-processing procedure by calibrating the system
constraints (including the generation and line limits) used in
training. The proposed DeepOPF+ improves upon existing
approaches [2] as it ensures feasibility in both light-load and
heavy-load regimes while at the same time achieving signifi-
cant computational speed-ups. The DeepOPF+ approach can
apply to more general settings, including security-constrained
OPF [3] and non-convex AC-OPF problems, which we leave
for future studies.
We summarize our main contributions in the following.
First, after reviewing the DC-OPF problem in Sec. III, we
propose the preventive learning framework for DeepOPF+ in
Sec. IV. Specifically, we introduce the preventive calibration
of constraint limits during the training to ensure the feasibility
of the predicted solutions. We remark that for each power net-
work, we train a DNN model to approximate the corresponding
load-generation mapping and predict the generations from the
load inputs. Second, as described in Sec. IV-B, we provide a
theoretical analysis of the relationship between the preventive
constraint calibration and the approximation error of DNN.
Finally, in Sec. V, simulation results using IEEE 30, 118, 200,
and 300 bus test cases show that DeepOPF+ generates 100%
feasible solutions with minor optimality loss under suitable
calibration. Meanwhile, it achieves a two orders of magnitude
computational speed-up compared to conventional approaches.
II. RELATED WORK
Machine learning, including neural networks, has been
applied to challenging power system problems for decades,
for a comprehensive review please refer to [4]. The recent
advances made in deep learning have renewed interest in
applications for power systems [5]. For brevity, we focus
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here on learning-based methods for solving OPF problems.
The current learning-based work consists of two categories.
The first category is a hybrid approach, which integrates the
learning techniques into the conventional solution algorithm to
solve challenging OPF problems [6]–[19]. However, the core
of these methods is still the traditional solver, which may incur
high computational costs for large-scale power systems.
The second category is the end-to-end approach, which
leverages machine learning models to predict solutions to
OPF problems directly [2], [3], [20]–[24]. The main challenge
is to ensure that the predicted solutions satisfy the equality
and inequality constraints. Existing works such as [2], [3]
introduced a post-processing procedure to handle this issue,
which, however, can still be computationally expensive. To
the best of our knowledge, developing the end-to-end DNN
approach to solving the DC/SCDC-OPF problems is first pro-
posed in [2], [3], where a predict-and-reconstruct framework
was proposed. The work in [21] applies the framework in [2],
[3] to solve AC-OPF problems, but without considering the
operating constraints on generations/line flows, which leads
to a substantial fraction of infeasible solutions for the test
cases. Recently, the authors in [25] generalize the predict-and-
reconstruct framework to the AC-OPF settings and explores a
penalty approach with zero-order optimization techniques to
significantly improve the feasibility of the obtained AC-OPF
solutions. The zero-order optimization techniques address the
challenge of not having an explicit form of the penalty terms
related to the generations/line constraint violations and thus
not able to apply the conventional first-order techniques like
stochastic gradient decent. Different from the existing end-
to-end learning-based approaches, our proposed DeepOPF+
systematically calibrates constraint limits during the training
stage. The proposed approach can ensure the feasibility of
the obtained solutions without involving any post-processing
procedure in the test stage. In our proposed DeepOPF+,
we consider the line limits and the generation limits, add a
loss term penalizing constraint violations and systematically
calibrate constraint limits during training to obtain universal
feasibility and consistent speedups. We also provide a theo-
retical analysis of the required constraint calibration.
III. THE DC-OPF PROBLEM
The DC-OPF problem [26] can be formulated as follows:
min
PG,Θ
∑
i∈G
gi (PGi) (1)
s.t. PminGi ≤ PGi ≤ PmaxGi , ∀i ∈ G, (2)
B ·Θ = PG −PD, (3)
1
xij
(θi − θj) ≤ PmaxTij , ∀(i, j) ∈ E . (4)
The first set of constraints in the formulation describe the
generation limits. The second set of constraints are the DC
power flow equations. The third set of constraints capture the
line transmission capacity. In the objective, gi (PGi) is the cost
Fig. 1. The feasibility-ensuring learning framework of DeepOPF+. PD is
the sampled load vector. PG (PˆG) is the optimal (predicted) bus power
generation vector and α (αˆ) is the corresponding optimal (predicted) scaling
factors. θˆ is the generated voltage phase angle of each bus.
function for the generator at the i-th bus, commonly modeled
as a quadratic function [27]:
gi (PGi) = λ1iP
2
Gi + λ2iPGi + λ3i, ∀i ∈ G (5)
where λ1i, λ2i, and λ3i are the model parameters and can be
measured from data of the heat-rate curve [28]. Noted that the
DC-OPF problem is a strictly convex (quadratic) problem and
thus has a unique optimal solution. Numerical iteration solvers
e.g., interior-point methods [29] can be applied to obtain
the optimal solutions. Due to the increased uncertainty from
renewable generation and stochastic loads, system operators
have to solve OPF closer to real-time, posing computational
challenges for conventional optimization solvers, motivating
the use of learning-based approaches.
IV. DEEPOPF+ FOR SOLVING DC-OPF
A. Overview of DeepOPF+
The methodology of the proposed DeepOPF+ can be
divided into training and inference stages. We remark that in
DeepOPF+, we first train a DNN to learn the load-generation
mapping. The key novelty in DeepOPF+ is the introduction
of the feasibility-ensuring learning framework as depicted in
Fig. 1. We will describe the process and the analysis of
DeepOPF+ in following subsections. In the inference stage,
we directly apply DeepOPF+ to solve the DC-OPF problem
with given test load inputs.
B. Learning Framework for Ensuring Feasibility
1) Constraints Calibration and Load Sampling: Deep-
OPF+ is based on a novel learning framework in which the
system constraints are adjusted preventively during the training
stage to ensure the feasibility of the predicted solutions during
the test stage. The idea is that we first calibrate the system con-
straints, e.g., the transmission line and slack bus generator’s
output regarding capacity limits by an appropriate magnitude
during the load sampling. As discussed in Sec. IV-D, the
line capacity limits are reduced by a certain magnitude ηij ,
i.e., 1xij (θi − θj) ≤ PmaxTij − ηij , ∀ (i, j) ∈ E . The slack
bus generation limits should also be calibrated with ξ, i.e.,
PminGs +ξ ≤ PGs ≤ PmaxGs −ξ, where PGs is the output of slack
bus and PminGs and P
min
Gs
are the corresponding generation
limits. Our theoretical analysis characterizes the necessary
calibration magnitude for ensuring universal feasibility. Then,
we train the DNN on a dataset created with calibrated limits
and evaluate its performance on a test dataset with the original
limits. Thus, even with the inherent prediction error of DNN,
the obtained solution can still remain feasible.
2) Linear transformation and mapping dimension reduc-
tion: We first reformulate the inequality constraints on active
generator power through linear scaling [2]:
PGi (αi) = αi ·
(
PmaxGi − PminGi
)
+ PminGi , αi ∈ [0, 1] , i ∈ G,
(6)
Then, we leverage the fact that the admittance matrix (after
removing the entries corresponding to the slack bus) is full
rank to express the phase angles of all buses (except the phase
angle of the slack bus) as following:
Θ˜ =
(
B˜
)−1 (
P˜G − P˜D
)
, (7)
where P˜G and P˜D are the (N−1)-dimensional generation and
load vectors for all buses except the slack bus. We output the
N -dimensional phase angle vector Θ by inserting a zero phase
angle for the slack bus into Θ˜. Therefore, the voltage phase
angles can be inferred directly from the predicted generator
set-points. As benefits, the size of the DNN model and the
amount of training data and time can be reduced.
3) The DNN model: The DNN model is based on a multi-
layer feed-forward neural network structure, which consists of
a typical three-level architecture: an input layer, several hidden
layers, and an output layer. We use Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU) as non-linear activation functions of the neurons in the
hidden layers. At the last step in the output layer, the Sigmoid
function is applied to project the neural network output to the
interval (0, 1) for the scaling factor prediction.
After constructing the DNN model, we design the corre-
sponding loss function used in the training. The loss function
consists of two parts. The first part is the sum of mean square
error between each element in the generated scaling factors αˆi
and the actual scaling factors αi of the optimal solutions:
LPG = 1|G|
∑
i∈G
(αˆi − αi)2. (8)
Meanwhile, we introduce a penalty term related to the in-
equality constraint into the loss function. We first introduce an
Na×N matrix A derived from the line admittance matrix [30],
where Na is the number of adjacent buses. Each row in A
corresponds to an adjacent bus pair. Given the k-th adjacent
bus pair (ik, jk) ∈ E , k = 1, ..., Na, let the power flow from
the ik-th bus to the jk-th bus. Thus, the elements, akik and
akjk , the corresponding (k, ik) and (k, jk) entries of the matrix
Ac, are given as:
akik =
1
PmaxTikjk · xikjk
and akjk =
−1
PmaxTikjk · xikjk
. (9)
Specifically, the elements of each row in the line admittance
matrix are divided by the corresponding line capacity limit,
respectively. Based on (7) and (9), the capacity constraints for
the transmission lines in (4) can be expressed as:
− 1 ≤
(
AΘˆ
)
k
≤ 1, k = 1, ..., Na, (10)
where
(
AΘˆ
)
k
represents the k-th element of AΘˆ. Note that
Θˆ is the phase angle vector generated based on (7), and it is
computed from P˜G and P˜D. We can then calculate
(
AΘˆ
)
k
.
The penalty term capturing the feasibility of the generated
solutions can be expressed as:
Lpen = 1
Na
Na∑
k=1
max
((
AcΘˆc
)2
k
− 1, 0
)
. (11)
In summary, the loss function consists of two parts: the
difference between the generated solution and the reference
solution and the penalty upon solutions violating the inequality
constraints. The total loss is a weighted sum of the two:
Ltotal = w1 · LPG + w2 · Lpen, (12)
where w1 and w2 are positive weighting factors. The training
processing can be regarded as minimizing the average value
of loss function with the given training data by tuning the
parameters of the DNN model, which include each layer’s
connection weight matrix and bias vector. We apply the
widely-used stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method with
momentum [31] method to update the DNN’s parameters at
each iteration. We refer to [3] for details of the DNN structure
and the training process of optimizing DNN’s parameters.
C. Computational Complexity
Recall that N is the number of buses. The number of
optimization variables in DCOPF, including the generations
and the phase angles of all buses is O (N). The computational
complexity of interior point methods for solving DCOPF as a
convex quadratic problem is O (N4), measured as the num-
ber of elementary operations assuming that each elementary
operation takes a fixed amount of time to perform [29].
The computational complexity of DeepOPF+ consists of
three parts. The first is the complexity of predicting the
generations using the DNN, which is O (NhidM2) where M
is the maximum number of neurons in each layer and Nhid is
the number of hidden layers in DNN. See [3] for details of
the analysis. To achieve satisfactory performance in terms of
optimality loss and speed-up, we set M to be O (N) and Nhid
to be 3. As such, the complexity for predicting the generations
by our DNN is O (N2).
The second is the complexity of computing the phase angles
from the generations by directly solving (linearized) power
flow equations and checking the feasibility of the results. The
total complexity is O (N3).
The third is the complexity of `1-projection, if the post-
processing procedure is involved to ensure feasibility of the
obtained solutions. Please refer to [3] for details of `1-
projection process. We note that under a proper constraint
limits calibration magnitude, DeepOPF+ can always provide
feasible solutions without post-processing as shown in Sec. V.
The `1-projection is a linear programming problem and can
be solved in O (N2.5) amount of time by using algorithms
based on fast matrix multiplication [32].
Overall, the total computational complexity of DeepOPF+
isO (N3). which is lower than that of the conventional interior
point method, which is O (N4).
D. Theoretical analysis
In this section, we provide a theoretical analysis on the error
transfer between the prediction errors of the generator set-
points obtained from DNN and the power flow mismatch on
each transmission line and the slack bus generator output. In
addition, we show that given exact bounds of the prediction
errors of the generator set-points, the maximal power offsets
among all lines and the slack bus generation can be obtained
(i.e., the required magnitude by which the line capacity and
slack bus generation range have to be reduced in the training
stage to ensure feasibility in the test stage). To quantify the
relationship between prediction errors and power offset on
lines and slack bus, we provide the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let  be the maximum prediction error of the
DNN such that |PˆGi − PGi| ≤  holds for all i = 1, 2, ..., N ,
where PˆGi is the predicted generators’ output. We have
• the maximum power offsets on the i-th line are ki · ,
where ki =
∑N−1
k=1 |Mik|, i ∈ E . Thus, if the calibration
for the i-th line capacity constraint is set to be no less
than ki · , PˆG satisfies the line capacity constraints
• the maximum power offset on the slack bus generation is
(|G|−1) · , where |G| denotes the number of generators.
Thus, if the calibration for the slack bus generation
constraint is set to be no less than (|G|−1)·, PˆG satisfies
the slack bus generation constraints.
The matrix M is |E|×(N−1) dimensional depending on the
topology of the power network with entries of Power Trans-
fer Distribution Factors (PTDFs), and |E| is the number of
transmission lines. Please refer to Appendix A for a complete
proof and detailed formula of M . For example, the maximum
maxi∈E ki = 19, 52, 199, and 299 for IEEE 30-, 118-, 200-,
and the 300-cases used in our simulation, respectively. The
maximum prediction error of the DNN depends on the neural
network architecture as defined in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Reproduced from [3]: Let H be the class of all
possible f∗(·) with a Lipschitz constant Λ > 0. Let K be the
class of all f(·), generated by a neural network with depth
Nhid and maximum number of neurons per layer Nn. Then,
the maximum prediction error can be defined as:
 = max
f∗∈H
min
f∈K
max
x∈S
|f∗ (x)− f (x)| ≥ Λ· d
4 · (2Nn)Nhid , (13)
where d is the diameter of the load input domain S.
The theorem characterizes a lower bound on the worst-
case error of using neural networks to approximate load-to-
generation mappings in DC-OPF problems. Such prediction
TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR TEST CASES.
Case N |G| |D| |K| Nhid Neuronsper hidden layer
Case30 30 6 2 41 3 32/16/8
Case118 118 19 99 186 3 128/64/32
Case200 200 32 108 245 3 128/64/32
Case300 300 57 199 411 3 256/128/64
* The number of load buses is calculated based on the default load
on each bus. A bus is considered a load bus if its default active
power consumption is non-zero.
error  is characterized by the DNN structure and hence can
be pre-obtained before training. Based on Theorem 1 and 2,
we derive the following lemma.
Lemma 1. To guarantee the feasibility of the DNN approx-
imating the most difficult load-to-generation mapping with a
Lipschitz constant Λ,
• the capacity constraint for the i-th line is required to be
reduced during the training stage at least by
ki ·  = ki · Λ · d
4 · (2Nn)Nhid , i ∈ E ,
• the slack bus generation limits are required to be cali-
brated during the training stage at least by
(|G| − 1) ·  = (|G| − 1) · Λ · d
4 · (2Nn)Nhid ,
where PGs is the output of slack bus and P
min
Gs
and PminGs are
the corresponding generation limits.
The proof of Lemma 1 follows directly from Theorem 2
and Theorem 1. It indicates that the line capacity limits and
the slack bus generation limits are required to be calibrated by
a necessary magnitude such that even with prediction errors,
DNNs could still generate feasible solutions under the worst-
case. Lemma 1 provides the insight that larger NN sizes
contribute to smaller prediction errors and thus require smaller
magnitudes of reduction of system constraints to ensure uni-
versal feasibility. Note that in practice, it is challenging to
determine tight worst-case prediction errors of DNNs. We
plan to compute the Lipschitz constants of DNNs [33] and
tight bounds on the approximation error and exact constraints
calibration magnitudes in future work. In the next section, we
show numerical results for five illustrative transmission line
capacity limits and slack bus generation limits calibrations
without prior knowledge of approximation error .
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
A. Experiment setup
1) Simulation environment: The experiments are conducted
in CentOS 7.6 on the quad-core (i7-3770@3.40G Hz) CPU
workstation with 16GB RAM.
2) Test case: The proposed approach is evaluated for four
representative test cases: IEEE 30-bus, 118-bus test cases [34],
a 200-bus power system [35], and IEEE 300-bus test case.1
1As IEEE 118-bus and 300-bus test cases provided by MATPOWER [36]
do not specify the line capacities, we use IEEE 118-bus test case provided by
Power Grid Lib [37] and use the line capacity setting for IEEE 300-bus test
case with same branch from Power Grid Lib [37] (version 19.05).
TABLE II
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF DEEPOPF+.
Case Limitcalibration (%)
Feasibility
rate (%)
Feasibility rate
without calibration (%)
Average
cost ($/hr)
Average running
time (ms)
Average
speedup
DeepOPF+ Ref. Loss(%) DeepOPF+ Ref.
Case30
0.5 94.94
94.02
679.0
677.3
0.27 0.54
44
×85
1.5 96.90 679.0 0.27 0.52 ×86
3.5 100 679.0 0.27 0.50 ×88
5 100 679.0 0.27 0.49 ×88
7 100 679.2 0.30 0.50 ×89
Case118
0.5 70.08
61.66
111617.6
111219.5
0.36 1.60
116
×143
1.5 81.12 111660.8 0.40 1.27 ×152
3.5 97.72 111752.7 0.48 0.62 ×205
5 100 111829.6 0.55 0.59 ×200
7 100 111925.6 0.63 0.56 ×208
Case200
0.5 68.58
63.36
39118.0
38754.7
0.95 2.09
104
×114
1.5 86.52 39257.3 1.31 1.18 ×158
3.5 91.2 39319.0 1.47 0.96 ×167
5 94.62 39388.6 1.65 0.81 ×175
7 100 39501.3 1.94 0.59 ×178
Case300
0.5 78.14
75.94
853607.1
852611.6
0.11 3.35
82
×95
1.5 86.96 583581.6 0.11 2.23 ×111
3.5 97.92 853831.8 0.14 0.96 ×118
5 100 854187.1 0.19 0.66 ×125
7 100 854998.5 0.28 0.66 ×126
* If the DNN generates infeasible solutions, we apply an efficient `1-projection post-processing procedure to ensure the feasibility of the final
solution [3] by the Gurobi solver. The average running time includes the post-processing time if DNN obtains infeasible solutions.
* Speedup is calculated as the average of the running-time ratios of Pypower to DeepOPF+ for all the test instances. We note that the speedup
is the average of ratios, and it is different from the ratio of the average running times between Pypower and DeepOPF+.
* Note that Case118 takes longer computational time to obtain the optimal solution with the conventional solver compared to Case300. This
is due to the observation that Case118 requires more iteration steps to converge (on average 25 times) than Case300 (on average 11 times),
while the average running time per iteration of Case118 (4.7 ms) is less than that of Case300 (7.5 ms).
3) Training data: For the training stage, the load data is
sampled within [100%, 130%] of the default load on each load
uniformly at random, which covers both light-load and heavy-
load regimes. On the heavy-load regimes, some transmission
lines and the slack bus generation will reach their upper
operation limits under the given load. Based on preliminary
experiments, we test DeepOPF+ by calibrating the transmis-
sion lines’ limits and slack bus generation limits by c =
0.5%, 1.5%, 3.5%, 5%, and 7%, respectively. Note that we
will investigate the systematic calibration of the limits using
Lemma 1 in future work. The solution for the DC-OPF
problem provided by Pypower [38] is regarded as ground-
truth. For each test case, the amount of training data and test
data are 25’000 and 5’000.
4) The implementation of the DNN model: We design the
DNN model based on the Pytorch platform. For the training
process, the number of epochs is 200, and the batch size is
64. Based on the range of each loss obtained from preliminary
experiments, the value of weighting factors w1 and w2 are each
set to 1. For each power network, we train a DNN model
to approximate the corresponding load-generation mapping.
We remark that the DNN inputs the load profile and outputs
the generation prediction. According to the size of the power
network, we design DNN models with a different number of
neural network layers. These parameters are given in Table I.
B. Performance evaluation
We show the simulation results in Table II. For the test
cases, we can observe infeasibility if constraint calibrations
are not applied during the training stage. With the preventive
calibrations, the percentage of feasible solution is improve-
ment, which is up to 38% (i.e., from 62% to 100%). It
indicates the effectiveness of the proposed DeepOPF+ in
ensuring the feasibility of the predicted solutions to the system
constraints even with inevitable prediction errors. Also, the
differences between the cost of the predicted solutions and that
of the reference solutions is minor (at most 1.94%). Compared
with the traditional DC-OPF solver, our DeepOPF+ approach
reduces the computational time by two orders of magnitude.
Note that the existing DNN-based schemes may not achieve
high computational speedups for both light- and high-loading
regime. They may predict infeasible solutions due to violating
the operating constraints regarding, e.g., transmission line, and
need to resort to post-processing to recover feasible solutions.
We show the results of the comparisons for light-load and
heavy-load regimes in Appendix B.
Moreover, we observe that a larger calibration magnitude
contributes to a higher feasibility rate but larger optimality
loss. It could be interpreted that after constraint calibrations,
the DNN approximates the mapping from load inputs to
sub-optimal solutions of the adjusted DC-OPF problems. It
indicates the trade-off between ensuring the feasibility and
maintaining minor optimality loss of the predicted solutions.
We remark the importance of determining the minimal cal-
ibration magnitude such that the DeepOPF+ scheme can
achieve satisfactory speedup performance with minor opti-
mality loss. In our test cases, we found that different cases
have different minimal calibration magnitudes. For example,
DeepOPF+ achieves 100% feasibility rate for Case30 with a
3.5% calibration magnitude. For Case118 and Case300, a 5%
calibration magnitude guarantees the 100% feasibility rates of
DeepOPF+. For Case200, with a 7% calibration magnitude,
the predicted solutions of DeepOPF+ are all feasible. Under
our test case setting, if the constraints calibration magnitude
is 7%, the feasibility percentages of the predicted solutions by
DeepOPF+ are 100% over the four test cases.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose DeepOPF+ as a preventive
learning approach for solving DC-OPF problems. Our main
contributions are that we ensure the feasibility of the pre-
dicted solutions by systematically calibrating the constraint
limits in the training stage. We theoretically characterize a
necessary condition for the magnitude of reduction to guar-
antee feasibility. Simulation results show that DeepOPF+
achieves a computational speed-up by two orders of magnitude
as compared to conventional solvers with minor optimality
loss and ensures feasibility for physical system constraints.
Extending the DeepOPF+ scheme to solve the general AC-
OPF problems is an immediate future direction.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof. We prove the two claims one by one. For the first
claim, the power flow from i-th bus to j-th bus is 1xij (θi − θj).
Given the predicted generation profile, the phase angles can be
recovered by the linear relationship (7). Therefore, the power
flows on the power network lines are given as
PF =X
[
0(
B˜
)−1 (
P˜G − P˜D
) ]= X˜ (B˜)−1(P˜G − P˜D),
where X is a |E| ×N matrix and Xai = xij , Xaj = −xij if
there exist a line between i-th bus to the j-th bus and otherwise
0. X˜ is the matrix eliminating the column corresponds to the
slack bus of matrix X . Therefore, the power offsets on each
line due to the prediction error of PG can be expressed as:
|PˆF − PF | =
∣∣∣∣X˜ (B˜)−1 (PˆG − P˜G)∣∣∣∣ . (14)
For simplicity, we use M to denote X˜
(
B˜
)−1
. Given the
maximal prediction error , the maximal power offset on the
i-th line is given as
N−1∑
k=1
|Mik| ·  = ki · ,
where ki =
∑N−1
k=1 |Mik|.
For the second claim, the slack bus generation is given as
PGs =
∑
i∈D
PDi −
∑
j∈G,j 6=s
PGj . (15)
Given the maximal prediction error , the maximal power
offset on slack bus is given as
max
∣∣∣ ˆPGs − PGs∣∣∣ = max
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j∈G,j 6=s
( ˆPGj − PGj )
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = (|G−1|)·,
where s denotes the slack bus index. This completes the proof.
APPENDIX B
THE SPEEDUP COMPARISON FOR LIGHT-LOAD AND
HEAVY-LOAD REGIMES
We also carry out comparative experiments to show the
benefits brought by the calibration of constraint limits in
the training. More specifically, we compare the speedups
performance of the following six schemes:
• DeepOPF: The previous DNN approach for DC-OPF
problem, which uses the default limits in the training and
a post-processing procedure to ensure the feasibility of
the obtained solutions.
• DeepOPF+ V 1, DeepOPF+ V 2, DeepOPF+ V 3,
DeepOPF+ V 4, DeepOPF+ V 5: The proposed Deep-
OPF+ approach with 0.5%, 1.5%, 3.5%, 5%, and 7%
line capacity limits and slack bus generation limits cali-
brations in the training stage, respectively.
Comparative experiments follow the same experimental set-
tings above and the average speedups of the test instances are
shown in Table III. We observe that DeepOPF+ improves
over existing DNN-based schemes in that it achieves con-
sistent speedups in both light-load and heavy-load regimes,
in which the load data is sampled within [90%, 110%] and
[110%, 130%], respectively. As mentioned before, existing
DNN-based schemes may need a highly computational com-
plexity post-processing procedure to ensure the feasibility in
both light- and heavy-load regimes, which is not necessary in
the proposed DeepOPF+.
TABLE III
SPEEDUPS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF DEEPOPF+ IN THE
LIGHT- AND HEAVY- LOAD REGIMES.
Case Scheme
Average Speedups
light-load
regime
heavy-load
regime
Case30
DeepOPF ×85 ×83
DeepOPF+ V 1 ×85 ×83
DeepOPF+ V 2 ×85 ×85
DeepOPF+ V 3 ×85 ×89
DeepOPF+ V 4 ×85 ×89
DeepOPF+ V 5 ×86 ×89
Case118
DeepOPF ×104 ×155
DeepOPF+ V 1 ×103 ×191
DeepOPF+ V 2 ×103 ×247
DeepOPF+ V 3 ×104 ×252
DeepOPF+ V 4 ×103 ×251
DeepOPF+ V 5 ×166 ×254
Case200
DeepOPF ×57 ×105
DeepOPF+ V 1 ×60 ×109
DeepOPF+ V 2 ×67 ×138
DeepOPF+ V 3 ×114 ×177
DeepOPF+ V 4 ×135 ×208
DeepOPF+ V 5 ×141 ×208
Case300
DeepOPF ×65 ×70
DeepOPF+ V 1 ×79 ×84
DeepOPF+ V 2 ×131 ×94
DeepOPF+ V 3 ×143 ×112
DeepOPF+ V 4 ×148 ×132
DeepOPF+ V 5 ×145 ×140
